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How satisfied are you with your membership in Friends of 
Chandor Gardens? (Pick one on a scale of 1 - 5 )
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1. Membership satisfaction



Membership satisfaction
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Mean : 4.468  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [4.246 - 4.690]  |  Standard Deviation : 0.776  |  Standard Error : 0.113



What is it about the Friends of Chandor Gardens that initially 
inspired you to become a member? (Please provide 

comment)
Response ID Response

98404115 It was a way that I could show my support for Chandon Gardens.

98400880 The chance to meet new friends; and the chance to spend time in a beautiful garden.

98379539 My love for the Gardens and it's rich history

98377007 Fell in love with the garden and it’s history

98373090 Access to special events

98370488 Preservation and beautification of the natural surroundings of Chandor Gardens

98361376 I am new to the area and was very active in my local garden club in California so I 
thought this would be a great opportunity to meet others that love gardening.

98356526 I am involved in yoga at Chandor Gardens

98356503 Chandor Gardens is an important place in Parker County.  It needs Friends to support 
it

98355167 Easy access to the garden.and its rich history.



Response ID Response

98352208 Was invited to join when I moved to the area.  Always enjoy a beautiful garden.

98351558 Chandor’s significance to the community.  Interesting outings / meetings

98351052 We are close to the garden and wanted to contribute to the mission of upkeep and 
promotion.

98351037 FRIEND REQUSTED

98350421 I love plants and think Chandor Gardens is awesome

98350382 To be a part of a group to help promote the historical, botanical, and artistic 
accomplishments of Douglas and Ina Chandor.

98350335 Location

98345821 Being informed about special events

98330612 My family visited Chandor Gardens decades ago, and we're so glad it is back up and 
running! We're supportive of this local gem.

98316914 The history and mystery of the garden. Hoping for training to become a tour guide, 
and sharing of information about the history.



Response ID Response

98313999 Chandor Gardens is part of the community and brings beauty and culture to 
Weatherford.  I wanted to be part of that.

98305065 Opportunity for artists to use the facilities for gathering and displaying their work.

98303617 After moving to Parker County several years ago I wanted to get involved with the 
community.  My husband and I have always done so wherever we moved with his 
military career.  A friend invited me to join and I've enjoyed the community of the 
Friends.

98303083 My wife & I love Plants & Trees.  Wanted to be a part of the community.

98300383 The first time I visited Chandor Gardens I was in awe of the beauty of  the gardens. 
When I discovered  the history about Douglas Chandor and Chandor Gardens I was 
enthralled and wanted to know more. I learned about the FOCG  and wanted to be a 
part of this wonderful  organization.So far I have been very happy with the field trips, 
FOCG meetings, the friendly people and the events that Chandor Gardens 
Foundation presents to its members and the community .

98300233 A friend is also a member.   I belong to several organizations that focus on the history 
of Weatherford.  My ancestors came to Parker Co around 1850.   My Great Great 
Aunt and Uncle were Col. George Bowie and Margaret Armstrong Bowie who built 
the 3 story home on N. Main that became Campbell Hospital.    I like that I am able to 
choose the activities I have time for and wish to participate in.

98292149 Moved into Weatherford and was intrigued by Chandor Gardens.  Met great people 
there.

98291544 invitation from a friend



Response ID Response

98290602 Love of the gardens and wanting to meet new people.

98290578 I have loved Chandor since I was a toddler, and want to be involved in its 
continuation for our community and beyond.

98289997 I visited first in 3020 and found it so beautiful and peaceful, and I wanted to support 
it.

98289895 The Chandor property should be preserved and celebrated.  The Friends meetings 
and events help with both of these goals.

98289682 To be able to support such a beautiful, historical, and relevant area of our community 
drew me to becoming a member, as well as the lovely people that work hand in hand 
for the Friends.

98289553 Opportunity to introduce others to the gardens and educate them about history of 
Chandor.

98289220 Chandor Gardens is a beautiful treasure and it's a blessing to be a part of an 
organization that supports it.

98289188 Learn from programs and meet new people.

98289135 yoga, events, Karen

98287475 I love gardens



Response ID Response

98285742 I wanted to be part of a group that supported Chandor Gardens.

98284655 I love the story and history of the Gardens.

98284413 I was a docent at Chandor Gardens and learned about the Friends and wanted to 
help keep the vision of Douglas Chandor alive and pass it on to others

98283561 Me love for Chandor Gardens



Would you recommend membership to others? (Pick one on 
a scale of 1-5)
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1. Membership recommendation



Membership recommendation
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Mean : 4.638  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [4.420 - 4.857]  |  Standard Deviation : 0.764  |  Standard Error : 0.111



What is the best way to describe your level of involvement 
with the organization? (Select all that apply)
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Mean : 2.330  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [2.033 - 2.627]  |  Standard Deviation : 1.446  |  Standard Error : 0.152



What do you enjoy most about being a member of Friends of 
Chandor Gardens? (Please provide comment)

Response ID Response

98404115 I don’t have one specific item to mention.

98400880 I enjoy finding out what other members like to do in spare time, so I can learn from 
them how to live in this area better. Being lonely and being alone are not really the 
same thing.  All people need friends and there are very few ways of meeting new 
ones once the retirement years arrive.  Ther are few ways before them too??

98379539 Receiving emails to keep me up to date.  I work a lot so don't do much volunteering 
until after retirement

98373090 Member events

98370488 The interaction with other members

98361376 Great speakers & fun outings.

98356526 I am not a real social person but do like to help at events, ie Secret Garden Tour.

98356503 I am a new member so I don't know yet

98355167 Being able to support and celebrate the gardens and its history.

98352208 Meeting new people and learning the history of the gardens.



Response ID Response

98351558 Hard for me to answer the questions because I joined VERY recently. Don’t have an 
opinion at this time

98351052 Helping advance the mission...

98351037 I WANT TO HELP KEEP IT A VITAL part of our community and its history.

98350421 access to Chandor Gardens and events

98350382 To see the level of interest in the community about the Gardens, Foundation 
activities and initiatives.

98350335 Visiting the garden

98343632 helping at events & seeing the gardens

98330612 Meeting with fellow members in the beauty and peacefulness of the Garden and 
home.

98316914 Being a part of the continuation of growth and preservation of the gardens for the 
city of Weatherford.

98313999 Being able to share a common interest with other members, volunteering and 
attending meetings.  The fellowship is great.



Response ID Response

98305065 Visiting the gardens

98303617 The membership allows me to become more familiar with Chandor Gardens and 
allows me the opportunity to meet new people and be involved in the community.

98303083 Proud of the Chandor Gardens.  Proud to show them off to Family & Friends

98300383 I enjoy the meetings. They always have speakers with interesting topics. I enjoy the 
field trips and the fun getting to know the other FOCG members.

98300233 That I can volunteer for the events that interest me or that I have time for.   I hope to 
be able to start attending the meetings and programs this fall.

98292149 The Friends seems to really get things done, they are supportive of a number of 
projects, they fill a niche that does not exist anywhere else in Weatherford, I like the 
members I meet.

98291544 the beautiful gardens

98291110 Meeting people with the same interests.

98290986 Great fun and fellowship.

98290602 The other members



Response ID Response

98290578 Meeting new people and learning more about the gardens and Douglas and Ina. And 
the wine socials!

98289997 The warmth and kindness of other members I’ve met.

98289895 Learning more about Chandor....but also hearing about other projects through the 
speakers.

98289682 Actually EVERYTHING! I know that sounds odd, but I'm sincere in saying that!

98289553 Fellowship with like minded friends who also love the gardens

98289220 Being able to visit the gardens as often as I like.

98289188 Volunteer opportunities to support the garden.

98289135 People involved with Chandor

98285742 I enjoy attending meetings and events with like-minded people to emu and support 
Chandor Gardens.

98284655 Supporting local history



Response ID Response

98284413 Meeting new members

98283561 Supporting the mission of Chandor Gardens



Our membership meetings are scheduled bimonthly (6 
times/year). Is this the right number of meetings in a year? 

(Select one)
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Mean : 1.085  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [1.004 - 1.166]  |  Standard Deviation : 0.282  |  Standard Error : 0.041



Our meetings currently occur on the third Wednesday every 
other month from 11:30 AM to 1:00 PM. Have you been able 
to attend any of our meetings in the last year? (Select one)
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Since you have not been able to attend any of our meetings 
in the last year, what prevents you from attending? (Select all 

that apply)
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Mean : 3.762  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [3.022 - 4.502]  |  Standard Deviation : 1.729  |  Standard Error : 0.377



What is the best time of day for you to attend a meeting? 
(Select one)
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Mean : 2.239  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [1.946 - 2.532]  |  Standard Deviation : 1.015  |  Standard Error : 0.150



Meetings are currently scheduled to be 1.5 hours in length. 
How do you feel about the meeting length? (Select one)
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Which of our past meeting topics/speakers have been most 
interesting to you? (Please provide comments)

Response ID Response

98404115 I haven’t attended any recent meetings.

98400880 The Lawn Bowling meeting was the best one so for because it shows how we can 
enjoy using what Chandor already has, rather than to worry about how much money 
it would take to do something else!  Everyone can participate in something so simple. 
It was great fun.  Why not do it again every year in Spring, before the days get hot?

98379539 I have never attended a meeting

98377007 Haven’t attended a meeting had conflicts

98373090 Garden birds

98370488 I have enjoyed the variety of all speakers that have come

98361376 I’ve enjoyed all of them.

98356526 I haven't been to any

98356503 I only went to one meeting

98355167 All



Response ID Response

98352208 History with b/w film Monarch butterfliesBirds of Parker County

98351558 As a new member the past 2 questions were impossible for me to answer correctly. I 
am pleased with things like they are

98351052 N/A

98351037 growth and expansion

98350421 Have not been able to attend and have not been a member very long

98350382 The presentation on the Bennett Partners Master Plan.

98350335 The meeting about the new nature trail

98330612 Future of the Garden: projected and ongoing/current upgrades that retain and 
enhance the character of the Garden.

98313999 Leaning about butterflies and their habitat, learning more about birds and our 
environment in Texas.  I also enjoyed the presentation on the Crazy Water Hotel and 
the redevelopment in Mineral Wells.

98305065 Haven't attended meetings



Response ID Response

98303617 It would be difficult for me to pick one.  They have all been insightful and a learning 
experience in whatever the subject matter.

98303083 Discussion about Texas

98300383 I’m sorry I can’t remember.

98292149 The future of Chandor

98291544 future plans for the garden

98291110 Not sure

98290986 Wild birds, woodland trail

98290602 The garden design gentleman

98290578 Mineral Wells and Wild Bird speakers

98289997 I’ve not been to many meetings but so enjoyed the film about the Chandors and 
building the garden, and the lawn bowling.



Response ID Response

98289895 I've only attended a few events....but the presentation on the future development of 
Chandor stands out.

98289880 Review of the future plans for Chandor

98289682 I have enjoyed all of the meetings since I became a member. They have all been 
informative and interesting.

98289553 I have enjoyed all the speakers.

98289188 The long range plan. I’m a new member so haven’t yet attended others.

98289135 Topic on Butterflies, plants

98285742 The overview and explanation of the Master Plan by the Chandor Gardens 
Foundation board members and the City of Weatherford.

98284655 I’m not a gardener, but enjoy hearing about things related to gardens

98284413 Douglas and Ina in the gardens video

98283561 Feeding birds in the backyard



How can we improve our meetings? (Please provide 
comments)

Response ID Response

98404115 I don’t have enough information to make a recommendation.

98400880 1.Don't keep talking about money 2. Don't keep talking about kids 3. Do start "hands 
On" projects where members make their own fun, such as making holiday 
decorations that can be donated, sold, or "auctioned" to benefit the gardens. 4. 
Create an amateur hour for and by Friends; it can be silly and fun!

98379539 I've never attended a meeting

98373090 NA

98370488 Sometimes there is not enough seating room for the meeting.  If possible, more 
seating area in a room for all who are attending

98361376 More gardening topics

98356526 No comments

98356503 The meeting is over lunch, but it doesn't include lunch.  As someone who works, you 
have to sit through the meeting and then have lunch.  Too much of a time 
commitment.

98355167 Opportunity to discuss the garden history

98352208 No suggestions



Response ID Response

98351558 I don’t know

98351037 shorter and make more decisions.

98350421 Don't know- have not been able to attend

98350382 I wish I had an answer.

98330612 Meetings themselves are enlightening and positive. I like the 'ordered lunches' from 
Yesterdays which will (I hope) resume if not resumed already..

98316914 Recognize master gardeners and treat them with the same respect as members. Have 
one of them speak.

98313999 I think the meetings are just fine.

98305065 Haven't attended meetings

98303617 Although I stated that 11:30 was a good time, I find it awkward to eat when someone 
is speaking.  Perhaps we could meet, greet and eat, then have the speaker and 
meeting.

98303083 I will send in a list of our ideas soon



Response ID Response

98300383 I would like to see a “Meet and Greet “ time at the beginning of every meeting.  I 
think it would be extremely  good for new members. I have noticed that they are not 
recognized.  This makes it difficult for current FOCG members to say “Hello “ and glad 
you are here.

98300233 I can't say since I have not been able to attend your meetings in the past.

98292149 Less talking, more printed handouts if extra info is needed.

98291544 I enjoy them as they are.

98291110 Having the meeting at 11:30 am is a confusing time since it continues during lunch.

98290986 They are great

98290602 Na

98290578 Not sure

98289880 The current meetings are fine.

98289682 I see no improvement needed.



Response ID Response

98289553 No suggestion

98289188 Can’t think of anything.

98285742 Present programs that are exciting and relevant to the membership.

98284413 Meetings have been great

98283561 I like the meetings the way they are



Member tours/activities are organized 4 to 6 times per year. 
How often do you participate in Friends of Chandor Gardens 

member tours/activities? (Select one)
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Mean : 2.652  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [2.399 - 2.905]  |  Standard Deviation : 0.875  |  Standard Error : 0.129



Since you either occasionally or never attend any member 
tours/activities, what prevents you from attending? (Select all 

that apply)
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Mean : 3.324  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [2.798 - 3.851]  |  Standard Deviation : 1.634  |  Standard Error : 0.269



What was your favorite Friends of Chandor Gardens 
tour/activity ? (Please provide comments)

Response ID Response

98400880 The Garden Tour (Secret Gardens of Parker County) was a great idea and a lot of fun 
to be part of.

98373090 Cliburn Piano recital

98370488 The garden tours conducted in this summer at Clark gardens, Weatherford and Aledo 
locations

98361376 Botanical Garden

98352208 Japanese Garden at Ft Worth Botanical GardenCowgirl Museum

98343632 na

98303083 Halloween

98300383 The Cowgirl Museum. I learned so much history about the Cowgirls and what they 
endured following their dream to be a Cowgirl.

98290986 Secret garden tour

98290602 Garden tour



Response ID Response

98290578 Museum visit or Clark Gardens

98289895 Piano recital

98289880 Secret Garden Tour

98289553 Ft. Worth botanical gardens and the National Cowgirl Musem.

98285742 The docent-led tour of the Japanese Gardens at the Fort Worth Botanical Garden.

98284413 Tour of Dallas Arb



Do you have any suggestions for new tours/activities? (Please 
provide suggestions)

Response ID Response

98404115 No suggestions

98400880 1. Visit Dove Ridge Winery in Weatherford for a tour & tasting 2.Ask Audubon to give 
us a talk or migratory birds we might see at Chandor 3.Create a picnic for Friends 
where everyone brings a dish to share in the evening as a fund-raiser

98379539 Not at this time

98373090 No

98361376 All are fabulous

98356526 No

98356503 no

98355167 I work full-time and have a young child so weekdays and even weekends.can be iffy. 
Family-friendly activities are great.

98352208 To new to the area

98351052 No



Response ID Response

98350421 no

98350382 No.  The offerings have been excellent.  I hope this survey identifies how to get more 
people to participate.

98350335 No

98343632 no

98330612 I'm behind in driving out to Chandor- so have missed recent mtgs and events. I have 
had schedule conflicts in recent months. Chandor is fine, I'm the one missing the 
mark.

98316914 A committee on documenting history, tour guide training, and appreciation/respect 
given to the gardeners.

98313999 No

98305065 None

98303617 No.  It is a tough job to organize tours/activities and I think the person doing them is 
doing a fine job.

98303083 I will send in a list of our ideas



Response ID Response

98300383 At the moment I can’t think of anything,sorry.

98292149 Ladybird Johnson Nature Center is on my bucket list, but I know that's far away.  
Could try other nature centers closer to Weatherford.  Would love to go on a 
commercial nursery tour. Also need to locate a native plant nursery nearby now that 
Stuart's Nursery has closed.

98291544 none

98290986 Dallas arboretum, Ft worth botanic gardens greenhouses

98290602 Na

98290578 More gardens in our area

98289997 I’d love a regular “lawn bowling” game.  I love most activities, but I travel a lot so I 
miss out a lot.

98289682 Not at this time

98289553 Dallas Arboretum, Ft. Worth Nature Center and Reserve,  Natural History Museum

98289188 The programs are excellent.



Response ID Response

98285742 Visit points of interest in Mineral Wells, including the Crazy Water Hotel.

98284413 Have activities maybe once and quarter

98283561 no suggestions



How often do you visit our website 
chandorgardensfoundation.org ? (Select one)
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Mean : 3.023  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [2.764 - 3.281]  |  Standard Deviation : 0.876  |  Standard Error : 0.132



How useful do you find our website to be for finding 
information about our meetings, events, and resources 

offered by out organization? (Select one on a scale of 1 to 5)
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Website usefullness
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Mean : 4.265  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [3.986 - 4.543]  |  Standard Deviation : 0.828  |  Standard Error : 0.142



Do you follow our organization on Facebook 
@ChandorGardensFoundation? (Select one)
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Mean : 1.614  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [1.410 - 1.817]  |  Standard Deviation : 0.689  |  Standard Error : 0.104



Are you satisfied with the frequency of communication from 
the organization? (Select one)
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Mean : 1.159  | Confidence Interval @ 95% : [1.033 - 1.286]  |  Standard Deviation : 0.428  |  Standard Error : 0.065



What do you think is important for the leaders of the 
organization to be aware of? (Please provide 

comments/suggestions)
Response ID Response

98404115 No suggestions

98400880 People need to feel that they are appreciated.  People need to have fun. Adults need 
to play games, too. like croquet, or even bean-bag toss in order to enjoy each others 
companyTry a secret gift exchange in December's meeting (nothing over $5. to get 
folkds into the spirit of the season; People love things like that!

98379539 Everything there is to know about the history of Chandor Gardens, Douglas and Ina 
Chandor.

98373090 None

98370488 How we can get younger participants involved in the organization

98356526 No suggestions

98352208 Leadership does a great job!

98351037 With all the new growth here, we need fresh minds, when we lost our last gardener 
to another town, (he was great) , it has seemed stagnant. i told some out of town 
garden clubs to come, they weren't aware of it, and loved it.

98350421 Have not been a member long enough to form any opinions

98350382 I assume this means leaders of the Friends.  It would be how to engage the 
membership in its activities, and assist with the broader goals of the Foundation.



Response ID Response

98343632 ??

98305065 No opinion

98303617 The leaders that I have witnessed to date have done a remarkable job.  The leaders 
should remain friendly and open.

98303083 Some of the music group selections are not of interest to us

98300383 Having surveys like this to keep communication open between FOCG members and 
the Leadership Team.

98292149 More communication between the City of Weatherford staff at Chandor to the 
Foundation and the members.  Making a calendar of ALL Chandor events available 
online for date reservations (not necessarily names but "wedding" "closed for 
construction" etc.)  Emphasis on putting a decent office entrance in for efficient 
interaction between the staff and the public, gift shop, and keeping track of visitors.

98291544 We tend to stay in our own little groups at meetings. need icebreakers at beginning 
of meetings to make us inter-mingle

98291110 More of a business strategy approach (ROI) to promote the Gardens along with the 
Event Center.

98290986 Good communication with the foundation board and city parks department.

98290578 I cannot receive group gmails or from individual accounts usually. Ann Geer has to 
forward me or text me the info



Response ID Response

98289682 I think that we all lead such busy lives and just because there may not be a huge 
number of attendees at the meetings or events, doesn't mean there's no interest. 
Sometimes, other things crop up that interfere with a planned meeting or event.

98289553 Not only is communication sparse but it IA also not timely. A few days notice about 
an event is not good for busy people with calendars that fill up quickly

98289188 To provide a way for new members to get to know others. Perhaps a new member 
orientation or mixer along with other members.

98285742 Leaders need to try to continuously seek input from the Friends membership to 
insure that the organization is doing all possible to support the goals and the vision 
of the Chandor Gardens Foundation.

98284413 Wait for survey from friends

98283561 Your doing a good job



Would you like to share additional thoughts with us? (Please 
provide comments/suggestions)

Response ID Response

98404115 None at this time

98400880 YES! you can hold a "costume party" and give a prize for "best"      1. Fort worth 
Nature Reserve is a great place for a wilderness- walk and to learn more about the 
plants and animal all around us. 2. Play Charades where Friends pay to participate in 
the game 3. Hold a Holiday sing-along where everyone gets a chance to sine old and 
new songs, print copies of common holiday songs and pass them out 4. Begin 
Birthday Greetings where the birthday of each and every member of the Friends is 
marked by the sending out of a real card, not email and a small note saying how 
much the group value each person.  This would require everyone to become better 
acquainted with everyone else!! 5. Dance class followed by a dance withlive music. 
Square dande or Line dance for example!

98379539 Not at this time

98373090 No

98356526 I am a homebody really don't go out often at night. I am involved in Bible Study 
Fellowship from September to May each year. As a group leader I facilitate 17 ladies 
in the discussion of our questions each week. My commitment to BSF and grandchild 
keeps me busy. I did enjoy working at the Secret Gardens tour this summer.

98352208 No

98343632 no thanks

98330612 I love that you send out a directory of sorts annually. I'm out of town, that being 
Weatherford, (in the Mid-Cities) and it can be fun to carpool.We are sad every time 
we have to miss an event or mtg. I enjoy the raffle, arts events, and member parties, 



Response ID Response

98303083 We will send in a list

98300383 I think the questions in the survey were appropriate and very well thought out

98292149 Keep up the good work!

98290578 All the officers and foundation members are doing a great job, and I applaud you all!

98289682 Thank you for all you do for Chandor Gardens and our community!

98289188 None. I think you do a wonderful job.

98285742 I appreciate the opportunity to provide my suggestions.

98284413 Great job Eileen

98283561 No all good


